Almost overnight, the World Wide Web has made the solution of "classic" information retrieval problems a pressing commercial goal. The various information retrieval solutions being offered on the Web are quite familiar to the librarian. The various Web search sites make use of "traditional" inverted indexes, manual indexing, automatic indexing based on statistical models, relevance ranking, and document clustering. All of these statistical techniques have been used, usually along with a "traditional" Boolean Search engine, in various commercial information retrieval software products, and each has its strengths and drawbacks. This paper examines some of the strengths and weaknesses of the different search systems in terms of Web searching. The paper looks at the following search systems: Alta Vista, Yahoo!, InfoSeek, and Excite. All of the current Web search systems are hampered by the sheer size and diversity of the Web, which makes it difficult to add value to "documents" in the tradition of indexing and quality control, and also hampered by the Web's stateless nature which makes refining searches cumbersome and time-consuming. The search systems described have different strengths; depending on the search and the searcher, it might be better to opt for precision (Yahoo!); the large number of terms indexed (Alta Vista); the browsing serendipity of related documents (InfoSeek); or the all-around performance of clustering techniques (Excite). (Author/SWC)
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1. Introduction

Some of the most-often used sites on the Web are those such as Yahoo!, InfoSeek, Excite and Alta Vista that provide search engines and indexing systems which ease the process of navigation on the Web. Interestingly, in spite of the optimistic attitude that 'information retrieval is really only a problem for people in library science — if some computer scientists were to put their heads together, they'd probably have it solved by lunch time,' (Ref 1) the various I/R retrieval solutions on the Web are simply implementations of various Boolean and statistical techniques that have already been developed by computer scientists, and much discussed at librarian conferences, for the past twenty years. As with any I/R indexing schemes or retrieval systems, each has its strengths and drawbacks — and none can claim to have 'solved' I/R.

A survey of a few of the Web search systems corresponds to a summary of the major search indexes and statistical techniques currently available. As will become clear, all of them are missing features which are common with CD-ROM or 'traditional' online systems. The systems do, however, break ground in attempting to let statistical processes and 'behind-the-scenes' manipulation of user input substitute for some of the set manipulation with which professional searches are accustomed to refining searches. Because the Web is a stateless system lacking the notion of a session, building on prior search sets is not possible. Thus the Web — by its nature a casual, end-user system — is the ideal testing ground for search techniques that by-pass complex Boolean logic.

2. Searching on the Web

A number of the Web search services rely on the most-familiar professional I/R retrieval system of all — the inverted index. 'Traditional' Boolean systems are based on the inverted index — all significant (non-stopwords) words in a document (in this case a Web page or part of a Web page) are posted in a list (the index) which includes the word and a pointer to the document which contains it. Some indexes also show which words are adjacent or near to each other in a document.

Unlike traditional inverted-index databases, which must store not only the index but also the actual text for each document, Web search indexes only have to store the index and a pointer to the document — the document is stored out on the Web somewhere and can easily be accessed separately from the search system. Because of this the storage requirements for Web databases are not as great as for the traditional ones but, given the size of the Web, the inverted indexes themselves can quickly become very large scale — at the current 20% growth rate, by 1998 a complete Web inverted index will exceed the almost 29 terabytes of information in the current US Library of Congress (Ref 1). What performance limitations there might be to indexes of this size is unknown.

Of course, at present none of the Web search systems claim to index the entire Web and it is difficult to know exactly what is indexed from service to service. Some index only Web pages; some include Listservs and Usenets. Some claim to index every word on a page and some index only the titles, keywords and/or the first paragraph. There is often no notion of fields corresponding to the document structure. Even where some field
structure is offered, the fields have to do with the structure of the Web (title, URL, host) rather than with the structure of a particular document. Distinctive data elements of a type of document, say ‘book reviewer’, are not available, nor are the kinds of delimiters often made from these data elements, for example ‘book review’.

The Boolean sites typically offer AND/OR/NOT searching, although some have more extensive operators. Rules of entry vary from system to system and are often found only in help text. Many Boolean sites use techniques such as automatic truncation to increase retrieval — this can be both bewildering (when retrieval does not match input) and frustrating (when an already high noise level is increased).

Other Web search systems do not allow Boolean operations at all but rely on statistical processing or concept-based searching, using techniques which can provide fairly good results but in which it can be particularly difficult to predict (or change) results. This is both because the exact algorithm of a particular implementation of a statistical technique is proprietary and because the processes are generally based on document structure rather than on rules of user input. In the absence of Boolean input rules, delimiters or document structure elements it can be very difficult to fine-tune such a search.

Finally, in the end-user world of the Web there is no tradition of exhaustive documentation for sources and structure, nor would such a thing presumably be welcome. But it doesn’t take much experience with ‘traditional’ search systems to know that crude, unrefined searches of a collection of undocumented provenance is going to provide uneven retrieval for many kinds of searches.

2.1. Alta Vista

The phenomenon of a large ratio of false drops for every ‘hit’ is apparent in a system like Alta Vista, particularly if used in Simple mode as, presumably, it would be by most end-users. In Alta Vista there are two modes of operation, Simple and Advanced. In Simple mode there are no Boolean operators but there are techniques to indicate phrase and proximity, as well as to indicate prohibited words, and the system is basically a Boolean system with a classic inverted index.

Results in Simple mode are relevance-ranked, which makes up somewhat for the diffuse retrieval. In relevance ranking, documents which are statistically most likely to be relevant appear at the top of the document list. ‘Relevance’ is a statistical technique and there are many variations on how to calculate it. Generally speaking, the words in a query are compared against a document and the more words from the query that appear in the document, the higher its relevance is judged to be. Variations on this scheme include weighing words in a particular part of a document (say the title) more heavily; weighing words that occur often within a collection (such as ‘company’) less heavily; or ranking documents in which the query words that appear together, or nearby, are more highly ranked than documents in which the query words are widely scattered.

Relevance ranking can mean many things. In some respects what is really relevant to the user can only be known by the user. Much of what he or she would consider determinants of relevance, for example currency and provenance (article source and author affiliation), could be implemented simply as sorts or filters — but this would require more complexity of either the user interface or of the system itself. However when a search is extremely focused, such as a search for a known person’s home page, relevance ranking in the statistical mode works pretty well. This kind of search pulled up several references to the page and its surrounding pages with the actual home page URL in the top ten of ranked items.

For a very focused search such as the one just described, Alta Vista has a major advantage — it indexes far more of the Web than its competitors and is thus the system most likely to locate a known item. It also has several advantages which commend it to experienced searchers. It has, for a Web system, fairly extensive Boolean capabilities and syntax in its Advanced mode. These capabilities include some field qualification, truncation and wildcards. Thus an experienced searcher can use nested Boolean logic to perform searches not unlike those on traditional systems.

As may be inevitable when so many sites are indexed, there are many duplicates retrieved with Alta Vista. And the Advanced mode general subject search, although ‘good’ compared to some of the other Boolean Web systems, is only about as ‘good’ as any search in a very large general database with no subject headings and no subject focus.

2.2. Yahoo!

Another way to structure information, long known to librarians, is to impose order on a collection in the form of an indexing scheme with an intellectually coherent outlook. At Yahoo! a staff of indexers determine how to classify each Web site. Each site goes into a regional hierarchy and is cross-linked to an appropriate topic. Thus a United Kingdom library would be listed under the United Kingdom with a cross-link from libraries. The classification ‘scheme’ developed by Yahoo! is unique to Yahoo! and is designed to at some point ‘have captured the breadth of human knowledge.’ This is a concept well-known to librarians and the limitations are also well-known: any attempt at ontology includes bias and for optimal use of a classification scheme, the user has to be familiar enough with it to think like the indexer — exactly what the prototypical ‘end-user’ is considered unwilling to do.

On the other hand, the power of a good classification scheme, or controlled vocabulary, is widely understood as a major advantage over keyword searching. A search on ‘uk libraries’ in Alta Vista retrieves a variety of library-related sites, most of them having nothing to do with the UK — on Yahoo! you see a selection of index terms which include UK:Public:Libraries Page, Reference:Libraries:Countries:United Kingdom and Index — UK Higher Education and Research Libraries, and links from any of these descriptors give right-on documents. Generally speaking, a Yahoo! search tends to have more precision than a search on a Boolean system. However, if all you
are looking for is a known item such as a company name, going through a controlled vocabulary is not the most efficient route. Also, if your topic is very precise then the chances that it will exactly match an index term diminish, as does the precision of retrieval. Finally, manual indexing is an inefficient, time-consuming process which tends to get behind the collection — especially if the collection is the size of the Web and growing exponentially.

In spite of Yahoo!’s superior indexing, a recent review of Web search engines in OnLine dismissed Yahoo! from consideration because the search engine was ‘not powerful enough to handle our queries effectively ’ (Ref 2) — presumably in part because of an absence of fully-indexed documents with Boolean capabilities. And in fact, Yahoo! apparently realised these limitations because searches which do not get a ‘hit’ in the Yahoo! Index are automatically then run in Alta Vista. A search, for example, for a known home page brought up the Alta Vista results.

2.3. InfoSeek

InfoSeek is also an inverted index to Web Pages — however, once a simple index search is performed, documents are presented along with ‘related topics’ as well as a link from each retrieved document to ‘Similar Pages.’ A search for UK libraries on InfoSeek includes a rather odd array of related topics, from Law of the United Kingdom, to Novell NetWare, Maps and Veterinary Medicine. A ‘Similar Pages’ link from a document called Web Resources in the UK brings up a mix of bag of documents including General Web Resources, Other World-wide resources and UK National Web and FTP Sites. Generally speaking, one or two Similar Sites in InfoSeek may be of interest but the relevance is often marginal.

Although InfoSeek has no information on its own Web Page about it, it is reasonably certain that a statistical technique is being used to find related topics and similar pages. There are many variations on statistical analysis techniques but in a general way they work the same — a document or a collection of documents is scanned and statistics on the words in the document are used in various ways. For example, co-occurrence of words in a document or a document collection can be used to determine related words: if ‘senator’ and ‘legislator’ co-occur often then they might become related concepts. Of course, since computer analysis and not human intervention is being used, and since words or phrases can co-occur even when they are not related, then the results can be spotty.

There are many techniques to fine-tune automatic indexing and if statistical techniques are used, say, to summarise the content of the document then the statistical analysis may include a step which weights terms differently, depending on where in the document they are located, or it will certainly weigh how frequently they occur in the collection against how frequently they occur in the document, for example:

‘Keywords are typically chosen according to two standard measurements:

1. Words which appear frequently in a document are candidate keywords for that document.
2. The candidate keywords which occur infrequently in the rest of the collection are retained as keywords’

(Ref 3).

The finding of Similar Pages could be based on something as simple as matching related concepts or be as fine-tuned as statistical clustering and categorisation — a technique in which documents are divided into subgroups according to their keywords and which is, in fact, the basis of the system surveyed below.

Generally speaking, InfoSeek results in a subject search are interesting, if not exactly precise, and the system of related documents is quite good for browsing. At the time of this writing, InfoSeek is beta testing ‘InfoSeek Ultra’ which adds power with real-time updating, a number of semantic techniques (the system will find ‘mice’ if ‘mouse’ is input) and the ability to identify phrases, search exact case and so on. However, both of the InfoSeek systems failed to locate the known home page.

2.4. Excite

The Excite system uses the Architext search engine which indexes pages on the Web by concept. Although the details of implementation are proprietary, this is an example of the creation of a classification scheme through document clustering. Because document clustering techniques work from the actual collection, the subject categories are said to reflect ‘the real world’: if two words suddenly become related that were not related before, such as ‘oj’ and ‘trial’, then the subject categories will begin to reflect that immediately rather than having to wait for a human indexer to assign a new indexing term. And because clustering works on the entire collection, and because the collection in this case is large, then some ambiguities of meaning (‘oj’ as a celebrity or ‘oj’ as a citrus drink?) tend to be resolved by the clustering technique itself — if the user enters ‘oj verdict’ as a search then the documents that tend to cluster with ‘oj and verdict’ are likely all to concern concepts like ‘trial, murder, sensational, century, lawyers’ and so on, and not as likely to concern ‘citrus, Florida, growers.’

For best results with a concept-based search, the ideal search will contain several concepts or a single unambiguous concept — a search on ‘oj’ alone doesn’t gain any disambiguation by clustering. (However, if you want something on ‘orange juice’ on the Web it’s best not to use ‘oj’ at all. The overwhelming results from ‘oj’ on any of the systems is OJ Simpson-related — for practical purposes, in the real world, ‘oj’ is now an unambiguous concept.)

Like InfoSeek, Excite offers a ‘find similar’ capability called ‘query-by-example.’ If an Excite hit is particularly good then the system will bring up similar items, relevance ranked (with the original good hit at the top). And if
all these tools aren’t enough, Excite provides the user with the option to search by keyword or to use the statistical - created concepts. And all searches start as Boolean searches, using a ‘fuzzy AND’, which means that both AND and OR are used — with a higher weight being given to AND.

On Excite, the ‘uk libraries’ search retrieved, at the top of the list, items that were highly relevant — not as many relevant items as Yahoo! but more items, and more consistently relevant than the other systems. However a concept-based model, particularly one in which the concepts are generated strictly statistically, is still prone to errors and is stronger on recall than precision (although the known home page search did retrieve the home page and it was at the very top of the list!). It also can be difficult to determine why a particular item was retrieved and thus difficult to adjust one’s search to correct problems.

Excite has a very nice display which includes a full abstract for most items.

4. Conclusion

The systems surveyed were good examples of the current state of Web searching. The InfoSeek Find Similar and Excite! concept search capability were not as precise as the human indexing of Yahoo! nor as imprecise as the ‘simple mode’ Boolean searching of an inverted index such as Alta Vista, but Alta Vista’s ‘advanced’ Boolean did quite well also.

However, all of the current Web search systems are hampered by the sheer size and diversity of the Web, which makes it difficult to add value to ‘documents’ in the tradition of indexing and quality control, and also hampered by the Web’s stateless nature which makes refining searches cumbersome and time-consuming. Depending on the search and the searcher, it might be better to opt for precision (Yahoo!); the large number of items indexed (Alta Vista); the browsing serendipity of related documents (InfoSeek); or the all-around performance of clustering techniques (Excite).

As end-users become more sophisticated about their needs, it seems likely that some Web search systems will begin to differentiate by topic areas, actively taking on more of the role of database producer, somewhat as Yahoo! is already doing with its indexing. It may also be that these very large systems are able to overcome the limitations of statelessness, much as some of the smaller, proprietary systems have already done, which would allow for delimiters and more ways to add value to the search process. I would predict that over time, Web search systems will come to resemble existing proprietary systems, and vice versa. The ideal searching environment, not easily realised either in twenty years of online or a few of the Web, combines a simple interface with sophisticated behind-the-scenes techniques. The Web, for the present, mandates a simple interface and there is a lot of experimentation with techniques.

Once the ease and power of statistical techniques are combined with the ability to refine user input, and reliance on the particular structure of documents or databases, then searching will get smarter — the goal is a system which works as well as an experienced librarian whose main business has always been to solve ‘the information retrieval problem’ and who has done it quite well overall.
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